The Melvin{Morton conjecture says how the Alexander{Conway knot invariant function can be read from the coloured Jones function. It has been proved by D. Bar-Natan and S. Garoufalidis. They reduced the conjecture to a statement about weight systems. The proof of the latter is the most di cult part of their paper. We give a new proof of the statement based on the Feynman diagram description of the primitive space of the Hopf algebra A of chord diagrams.
Introduction
The coloured Jones function J k is a framed knot invariant de ned by the irreducible k-dimensional representation of the quantum group U q (sl 2 ). The unframed coloured Jones function J u k is given by the formula J u k = q ? k 2 ?1 First Melvin{Morton conjecture ( 15] Second Melvin{Morton conjecture ( 15] , 4]).
MM A(e h ) = e h=2 ? e ?h=2
h ;
where A(q) is the Alexander{Conway polynomial.
The conjecture was proved in 4]. In fact, D. Bar-Natan and S. Garoufalidis reduced the second conjecture to some statement about weight systems. We brie y recall their reduction in sec. 2. Their statement concerns two weight systems, which we call the Melvin{Morton S MM and Alexander{Conway S A weight systems. It claims that the product of the two systems is equal to the unit 1 W of the Hopf algebra W of weight systems (see equality (1) in sec. 2).
In sec. 3, using the multiplicativity of the Melvin{Morton and Alexander{ Conway weight systems, we reduce the equality to an equation on the restrictions of S MM and S A to the primitive space, namely, the sum of the two restrictions should vanish. The restriction to the primitive space has three advantages. The rst one is that the equality becomes more simple: we get the sum of the weight systems instead of their product. The second one is that it is not necessary to distinguish between framed and unframed weight systems since their restrictions to the primitive spaces of degree greater than one coincide. The third advantage is that the restriction of the Melvin{Morton weight system to the primitive space was essentially calculated in 7] and so we need calculate the Alexander{Conway weight system only.
In sec. 4 we recall a combinatorial description 7] of the primitive space of the Hopf algebra of chord diagrams. It is given in terms of Feynman diagrams which were called Chinese Character Diagrams in 2] and 7]. The crucial point is that there exist a natural subspace P d;d?1 , of codimension at most one in the degree d primitive space P d , and a natural element w n in its complement (when the codimension is exactly one).
We formulate our main theorem at the end of sec. Vaintrob 19] with another proof of the Melvin{Morton conjectures. He used calculations on chord diagrams and the Lie superalgebra gl(1j1) which is responsible for the Alexander{Conway polynomial. In the time I was writing this paper, I learnt that A. Vaintrob 20] independently found a proof of the conjectures with the same main idea to restrict the weight system to the primitive space. Our proofs di er in the way of calculating the Alexander{Conway weight system. A. Vaintrob uses the Lie superalgebra gl(1j1), while I give a direct combinatorial geometry proof (sec. 6.3).
B. I. Kurpita and K. Murasugi found a di erent proof of the Melvin{Morton conjecture which does not use Vassiliev invariants and weight systems 13].
Reduction to weight systems
We shall use the following terminology. A weight system is an abstract function on chord diagrams satisfying the well known four-term relation.
The symbol of a Vassiliev invariant of order d is a function on chord diagrams de ned by the restriction of the invariant to the set of singular knots with precisely d double points.
A symbol is a weight system. K. Kontsevich 10] 3 Restriction to the primitive space We start this section by showing that the multiplicativity (group-like property) of the Melvin{Morton and Alexander{Conway weight systems allows us to take care only of the restrictions of these weight systems to the primitive space. Hence the product in (1) is replaced by the sum of the restrictions. After this we show that the restrictions to the primitive spaces of degree > 1 of the framed and unframed weight systems coincide. Later on this will allow us to work only with the framed version of the coloured Jones function.
Multiplicative weight systems
A weight system is called multiplicative if it is a homomor sm from the Hopf algebra of chord diagrams to the algebra of power series. The property of a weight system to be multiplicative can be entirely expresed in terms of Hopf algebra W: W is multiplicative if and only if (W ) = W W, where is the comultiplication. In the theory of Hopf algebras such elements are called group-like elements. The product of two group-like elements is group-like.
Thus the product S MM S A is multiplicative.
An element x of a Hopf algebra is called primitive if (x) = x 1 + 1 x.
Primitive elements form a linear subspace in the Hopf algebra.
Let P = P 1 P 2 P 3 : : : be the primitive space of the Hopf algebra A of chord diagrams. A is isomorphic to the algebra of polynomials whose variables correspond to the generators of P. So A, as a vector space, is generated by 1 A and all possible monomials in primitive elements.
To prove the equality (1) we have to prove that S MM S A (p 1 : : : p n ) = 0 on any product p 1 : : : p n of primitive elements. Due to the multiplicativity of S MM S A , it is su cient to prove that S MM S A j P = 0:
(2) By the de nitions of the multiplication of weight systems and primitive elements, S MM S A (p) = S MM (p) + S A (p). Therefore the equality (2) is equivalent to S MM j P + S A j P = 0:
Framed and unframed weight systems
The procedure of unframing a knot invariant can be expressed in terms of weight systems as follows (see details in 2] and 5]).
The Hopf algebra W of weight systems is dual to A. So their primitive spaces are dual to each other. Let P = P 1 P 2 P 3 : : : be the primitive space of W. The P d is dual to P d . The space P 1 is one-dimensional and generated by a chord diagram with a single chord. Fix the notation p 1 for this particular element of P 1 and let p 1 ; p 2 ; p 3 ; : : : be the elements dual to p 1 ; p 2 ; p 3 ; : : : . Since A is isomorphic to the algebra of polynomials in p 1 ; p 2 ; p 3 ; : : : , W is isomorphic to the algebra of polynomials in p 1 ; p 2 ; p 3 ; : : : .
So each weight system is just a polynomial in p 1 ; p 2 ; p 3 ; : : : . Passing from a framed weight system to the unframed one is just setting the variable p 1 in the polynomial to be zero.
Consider a simple Lie algebra weight system. It is a polynomial of a certain degree . In 7] (Theorem 3) it was proved that any of its monomials whose degree is greater than =2 contains p 1 . This immediately implies the rst Melvin{Morton conjecture as well as its generalisation to any simple Lie algebra weight system. This is exactly why the highest half of the coloured Jones function disappears under the unframing procedure.
The de nition of multiplication of weight systems shows that the product of two systems of positive degrees d 0 and d 00 vanishes on any element from P d 0 +d 00. In particular, the value of a product p 1 W on any primitive element of degree > 1 is zero. So the restrictions of the framed and unframed versions of a weight system to the primitive space P >1 of degree > 1 coincide. Therefore
On the other hand, both weight systems S MM and S A vanish on P 1 as the unframed weight systems. So from now on we study only the primitive space P >1 of degree > 1 and the framed version of the coloured Jones function. 4 Combinatorial structure of the primitive space A chord diagram is a connected FD without internal vertices.
To draw FDs we make the following conventions: | each vertex will be represented by a fat point. Since not every graph is planar, some points of visible intersections of edges have to appear in a planar picture. Such an intersection is not a vertex. | the Wilson loop will be represented by the external circle oriented counterclockwise, while propagators will be curves inside the Wilson loop; | at each internal vertex the counterclockwise cyclic ordering of edges is chosen.
We consider the space generated by FDs modulo the STU relation: r P P P r = r P P P r + r P P P r Note that, according to our convention, the two FDs of the AS relation di er only by the cyclic ordering of the propagators meeting at the internal vertex. An FD with a loop formed by a propagator is zero modulo the relations. Indeed, according to the AS relations, changing the cyclic ordering at the vertex of the loop we change the sign of the FD, but the new FD is identical to the initial one: r = ? r = ? r .
An FD has an even number of vertices. We use half the number of vertices to grade the linear space generated by FDs modulo the relations.
The T and U diagrams of the STU relation have one internal vertex less than S. Repeatedly applying the STU relation we can express a given FD as a linear combination of chord diagrams. This gives a natural mapping of the space generated by FDs modulo the STU relations to A. Bar-Natan proved in 2] that this mapping is an isomorphism. In this sense one can consider an FD as a short notation for an appropriate linear combination of chord diagrams.
Primitive space
The The theorem implies the second Melvin{Morton conjecture as it was explained above. The equalities for the Melvin{Morton weight system were essentialy proved 
Melvin{Morton weight system
In this section we brie y recall (sec. 5.1) the construction of the universal Lie algebra weight system from 10] (see 7] for details) which serves all representations of the Lie algebra. The particular case of the Lie algebra sl 2 and the Melvin{Morton weight system are discussed in sec. 5.2.
Universal Lie algebra weight system
We recall the construction of the weight system W G de ned by a Lie algebra G with an ad-invariant non-degenerate bilinear form . Its values belong to the centre ZU(G) of the universal enveloping algebra. If, in addition, we have a nitedimensional representation of G then we can take the trace of the corresponding operators from ZU(G). Thus we obtain D. Bar-Natan's 2] weight systems. If our representation is irreducible then our operators are scalar. The multiplication constants can also be considered as a weight system which can be obtained by division of the trace of the operator by the dimension of the representation. This is exactly the case of the Melvin{Morton conjectures where the dimension k of the representation appears in the denominator.
First of all for an FD D with n external vertices we construct an element of the space G n whose tensor factors correspond to the external vertices. Then we put W G (D) to be the image of this tensor under the natural projection G n ! U(G). Contracting in such a way over all the cuts we obtain a tensor whose factors correspond to the external vertices.
This construction shows that if D has n external vertices then W G (D) has degree not greater than n in U(G) with respect to the natural ltration on U(G). Moreover, it is easy to see that W G is a multiplicative weight system.
The sl 2 and Melvin{Morton weight systems
In the particular case G = sl 2 , the construction of the previous section leads to the coloured Jones function. Here we take the trace of product of matrices of the standard two-dimensional representation of sl 2 as the ad-invariant bilinear form.
The centre ZU(sl 2 ) is generated by the quadratic Casimir element c and therefore it is isomorphic to the algebra of polynomials in the single variable c. So 6 Alexander{Conway weight system In sec. 6.1 we give the de nitions of the Alexander{Conway weight system on chord diagrams and on FD as well. The weight system thus de ned is obviously multiplicative. In sec. 6.2 we calculate S A (w 2m ). In sec. 6.3 we show that S A j P d;d?1 = 0.
De nitions
The following de nition of the Alexander{Conway weight system is easily extracted from the skein relation (see 5]).
De nition. Let Analogously, the set of curves containing the third fragment of (4) do not give any contribution to S A (w 2m ).
Finally, the curves containing the fourth fragment are exactly all those appearing in calculating S A (w 2(m?1) ). Indeed, this fragment can be deformed to :
Lemma 1 is proved. Remark. M. Gusarov 8] found an independent geometrical proof of this lemma using his variation schemes.
Vanishing of S
Imagine the curve CD "1;:::;" l is a curve in 3-dimensional space without sel ntersections. Consider an orientable surface SD "1;:::;" l , Seifert surface, with boundary CD "1;:::;" l . It is obtained from D by attaching a sphere with a hole and considering the resolutions of vertices as glueing narrow bands to the surface. The following picture illustrates this notion. 
